
 

 

 

 

 

Board Meeting   8 SEPTEMBER 2016 

6 pm – 8 pm         

RG Re-Creation Room (Hut 5B) 

 

Present: Yvette Andrews, Fiona Katauskas, Jacqui Mumford, Jenn Gaetz, Vicky Lalwani, 

Amanda Brown, Scott Brunsdon Deb Stevenson (via phone), Dare Kavanagh, Kirsten Junor 

Apologies: Colleen Sutherland 

MINUTES 

1) Welcome and introductions 

Three candidates for board vacancies were in attendance. Each approached Reverse 

Garbage through open call for nominations through institute for community directors. 

All attended a briefing session to discuss roles and responsibilities and accepted 

nomination. New board candidates introduced themselves: 

Jacqui – Works for an environmental NGO – experience in the sustainability sector 

Vicky – General Manager for a digital marketing firm – sales, clients, marketing, 

people, previously PM, IT delivery 

Jenn – Diabetes NSW Communications Manager – website manager, marketing, 

comms, marketing & research 

Motion: New members accepted as members of Reverse Garbage, Fiona moved, Scott 

seconded, all in favour 

Motion: New members accepted onto Board of Reverse Garbage, Scott moved, Fiona 

seconded, all in favour 

2) Minutes from the previous meeting were accepted. 

3) Financial results 

Revenue for month was strong. Expenses were well managed. 

Motion: Financial report be adopted, moved Fiona, seconded Amanda, all in favour. 

4) Workplace Health & Safety 

Discussion of WHS incident with a threatening individual. Police attended and spoke to 

both the CSO and an associate. Police came and did a safety briefing, strengthened 

staff safety, procedures around reporting of incidents to CEO and Addison Road 

Community Centre.  Money handling procedures have been updated. 

The board acknowledged that appropriate actions were taken to resolve issue and that 

it was dealt with promptly. 



5) AGM timing  

Proposed date for AGM is 17 November 2016.   

Nominations for annual report input –Jacqui, Jen, Vicky will perform first review of 

annual report.  Jen proposed to make an online version of the report.  Fiona has 

produced a 40th anniversary cartoon for the back cover. 

6) Industrial issues 

The long term truck driver has resigned.  Recruiting through recruitment websites 

specifically for workers including truck drivers.  Work on recruiting a new person over 

the next few weeks, potentially as a casual employee initially. 

7) Dare’s leave 

Kirsten is acting general manager while Dare is away.  Payroll is signed off and 

approved for while Dare is away & there may be some adjustments later if there are 

any changes in working hours. 

8) Dispute between The Bower and ARCCO. 

Special General Meeting was discussed.   

Consideration to be given to impact on RG– from a business continuity insurance 

perspective as the issue is known and foreseeable.  RG’s concern is supporting the 

fundraising, understanding the proposed works and the plan to address the issues. 

Motion: RG to write a response to ARCCO that we genuinely want to understand the 

actions in relation to electricity supply and we don’t have enough information about the 

issue with the Bower to have a position as an organisation and please accept our 

apologies to the meeting.  Moved: Fiona and seconded Vicky and all in favour. 

Action: Dare to liaise with Yvette and Deb in relation to the letter. 

9) CEO update and Team leader reports tabled and accepted 

 


